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Abstract 

 

 The Affordable Materials Project (AMP) at Villanova University is 

a joint initiative between Falvey Memorial Library, the Center for 

Access, Success, and Achievement (CASA), the Villanova Institute for 

Teaching and Learning (VITAL), the Provost’s Office, and the Univer-

sity Bookstore, with a mission to provide faculty with resources and 

options for selecting high quality course materials while reducing 

the cost for students, and to create student awareness of affordable 

options for obtaining course materials.  A key component of the 

AMP program involves providing electronic access options for 

course materials at no cost to students, and this eBook component 

of the AMP program will be the focus of this poster.  Prior to each 

semester, the university’s course materials list is checked against ex-

isting unlimited-user eBook holdings by the library, and the remain-

der of the list is then sourced for purchase as unlimited-user eBooks 

from GOBI.  AMP was developed at Villanova during 2017, and in 

each subsequent semester, the library has been able to allocate re-

sources from its general interdisciplinary fund for purchasing mate-

rials that meet program requirements. 

 

 As AMP purchasing and usage data became available across 

multiple semesters, an assessment project was developed with the 

purpose of demonstrating ROI for the program in terms of potential 

student savings over time.  Notably, the opportunity for reuse of 

these materials in future semesters further augmented the cumula-

tive savings effect, which has averaged well over $10 per $1 spent.  

An analysis of usage patterns demonstrated broad impacts across 

all academic departments, while improved internal processes and 

technological efficiencies resulted in a decrease in staff time invest-

ment as the program progressed.  Finally, the library’s triennial 

community survey also measured faculty and student awareness of 

AMP, and these results will be compared to future survey results to 

identify longitudinal trends regarding the program. 

 

 As demonstrated by this ROI analysis, AMP at Villanova has 

proved to be a low-cost, high-impact project supporting accessibil-

ity and affordability of course materials for students, and such a 

program could be easily replicated and implemented at other aca-

demic libraries of any size. 

 

Methods 

 

 The primary data source for this project derived from the inter-

nal MS Access database of course-matched eBook titles maintained 

by the Library.  For each semester, the matching title list was ex-

tracted, and then usage data was gathered from the corresponding 

vendor platform (primarily ProQuest, EBSCO, T&F, OUP, and Wiley).  

As the timeline for this project spanned the transition from COUN-

TER 4 to COUNTER 5 standards, earlier data relied on BR2 (R4) re-

ports, while more recent data drew on TR_B3 (R5) reports.  To keep 

numbers as consistent as possible, “total downloads” were used 

from the TR_B3 reports. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

 As AMP continues to grow with more titles each semester, more 

eBooks will be available for reuse, thereby potentially freeing up 

funds for more expensive titles that may have been outside of the 

budget of the program in past semesters.  As this ROI analysis shows, 

the investment being made is clearly worthwhile and could justifiably 

be increased in scale to cover more course materials.  Increased in-

vestment would then allow for further analysis to be made to deter-

mine if the additional investment would yield a more outsized im-

pact. 

 

 Given the success of AMP at Villanova, it is highly recommended 

that other institutions investigate adopting a similar program within 

budget and staffing capabilities in order to help students with their 

educational costs in a tangible way.  For more information, visit the 

AMP website at https://library.villanova.edu/amp/index.html. 
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Analysis 

 

 The usage graph above reflects the AMP eBook download trends over the 

past 5 semesters.  The spikes in Fall 2018 and Spring 2019 are due to extremely 

high levels of downloads from a small number of titles, while the uptick in 

Spring 2020 can likely be attributed to an overall increase in digital materials 

due to the transition to fully remote, online learning during the COVID-19 pan-

demic.  Downloads reflect all usage of eBook titles in the AMP program, as 

course-specific usage was not able to be broken out by individual user due to 

privacy limitations. 

 

 Additionally,  the number of AMP titles that had zero use generally de-

creased over time, likely indicating a greater awareness and uptake of the pro-

gram by students.  Further, the total number of titles in use each semester was 

able to grow as previously purchased titles could be reused in the program if 

the required course materials did not change from past semesters.  As for disci-

pline coverage, while a majority of AMP titles served humanities-related cours-

es, all subject areas were covered by the program and saw significant usage. 

 

 The chart below illustrates the “long tail” of usage for AMP eBook titles dur-

ing each semester.  Examining only the 30 titles with the highest use, repre-

senting each ranked title’s usage as a percentage of that semester’s total usage 

yields similar decay curves in the usage distribution among the eBook titles 

each semester.  Notably, the curve begins to flatten out around 3% and only ap-

proaches 1% towards the end of this data sample.  As seen above with total us-

age at an approximate minimum of 10,000 downloads per semester, this would 

indicate that many titles below the top 30 still recorded more than 100 down-

loads per semester, as evidenced in the data sample included below the chart.  

Indeed, titles number 40, 61, 71, and 90 are the first to record less than 100 

downloads in Fall 2019, Spring 2019, Fall 2018, and Spring 2020, respectively. 

 Measuring ROI for the Library was a function of totaling the amount 

spent by the library on eBooks per semester and comparing that number to 

potential student savings realized by not needing to purchase a copy of the 

book each semester.  To calculate potential student savings, the number of 

registered students per class with an AMP eBook was multiplied by the 

bookstore used price for that same book in print, a method also utilized by 

Affordable Learning LOUISiana.1  Absent surveying the entire student body 

about their materials purchasing history, projecting a maximum potential 

savings was deemed the most appropriate measure.   

 

 The first chart below reveals each semester’s costs to the library com-

pared to the calculated maximum potential student savings, as well as a cu-

mulative view of each.  As the program continued, the distance between cu-

mulative costs and cumulative savings has continued to grow to an ROI of 

more than $16 saved per $1 spent using the maximum potential savings 

model.   
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 In the future, there are some additional adjustments that could 

be made to our ROI calculations.  Collecting sales data from the 

bookstore regarding purchased copies of books in the AMP program 

may not be a viable option, as this would be incomplete as students 

may purchase their books from other sources.  As suggested earlier, a 

better option would be to survey samples of students enrolled in 

AMP courses to determine how many students have used library ac-

cess to AMP titles, as well as how many students did not purchase a 

copy due to its availability via AMP. 

 

 Finally, in Spring 2020, Falvey Memorial Library conducted its tri-

ennial Community Survey to determine faculty and student opinions 

on Library collections, services, and spaces.  Given the newness of 

this program, this was the first time the Library was able to gather 

survey data about awareness and importance of AMP.  While many 

different services were queried, AMP consistently ranked in the top 5 

or higher for importance of library services, and even though aware-

ness of the program was lower for first-year students, the survey it-

self served as an educational tool to inform them about the availabil-

ity of AMP as a substitute for purchasing course materials.  Addition-

ally, many of the positive comments received from students were fo-

cused on the AMP program and reaffirmed our efforts. 

 To further refine this savings number, one option would have been to 

exclude from the savings any eBook that had zero uses during a semester; 

however, the case could also be made that students need not have pur-

chased the book if they knew it was available via AMP, but if the readings 

were optional, zero use would not necessarily exclude the possibility that 

students saved money by not purchasing a book they may not have need-

ed.  Nonetheless, excluding zero use titles from potential student savings 

would decrease the potential student savings at a rate roughly equivalent 

to the proportion of unused to used titles each semester (as high as 27% for 

the initial semester of the program, to as low as 4% in the most recent se-

mester).  As shown in the chart above, applying this methodology reduces 

the projected savings by approximately 13% in aggregate.  Additionally, if 

usage for an eBook does not exceed the enrollment number for its assigned 

course, then the enrollment number could be adjusted downward to match 

the usage level, implying a maximum possible number of different students 

who could have downloaded an eBook chapter.  This methodology reduces 

projected savings by a further 13% and provides the most conservative esti-

mate for savings based on actual potential use per student. 


